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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Pathway Group conducted a member survey on behalf of Ontario One Call in September
and October 2018.
The objective of the survey was to gauge member satisfaction with the services that
Ontario One Call provides; to quantify effectiveness of recent technological system
changes implemented by Ontario One Call, and to better understand the challenges
facing members.
Members were also given an opportunity to provide advice to Ontario One Call to
improve issues related to operations, their technology systems, compliance or anything
else that may be posing an issue for the member.
Pathway Group received a list of 140 survey candidates from the following Member
Sectors: Municipal, Telecom, Electric, Gas/Oil, and Other. Each survey candidate was
contacted four times to coordinate a time to participate in the survey.
Of the 140 survey candidates, seventy-four agreed to participate in the survey, fourteen
were unavailable or did not want to participate in the survey, and fifty-two did not
respond.
Sixty-seven participants both agreed and make themselves available to participate in the
survey; Thirty-two participants were from the Municipal sector, fourteen from Electrical,
eleven from Telecom, eight from Gas / Oil and two from Other sectors.
Participants were asked to self-identify as either: Field staff, Back-office staff, Supervisor
in field or Manager mainly in office. Of the sixty-seven participants, thirty-one identified
as Manager mainly in office, fourteen as Back-office staff, nine as Supervisory in field, six
as both Field and Office (one-stop shop), and three as Senior Management; Project
Manager, General Manager and Superintendent respectively.
The survey was conducted by phone interview using questions prepared by Ontario One
Call. A final version of the questionnaire was submitted to Pathway Group on September
17th, 2018 and interviews took place over the next few weeks.
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The survey contains three sections: Working with Ontario One Call, The System and The
Challenges. Within these sections, participants were asked to respond on a scale of 1-5,
with 1 - being strongly disagree, 2 - disagree, 3 - neutral, 4 - agree and 5 - strongly
disagree. Each participant was given the opportunity to add a comment after answering
each question with a numerical value.
Working with Ontario One Call The questions in this section deal with member
satisfaction in their communication with Ontario One Call staff, the direction of Ontario
One Call services and value for money.
Sixty-seven percent (67%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that they would
describe Ontario One Call staff as responsive.
Fifty-nine percent (59%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that Ontario One
Call is on the right track in addressing concerns of its members and the public. Fifteen
percent (15%) either disagree or strongly disagree with this statement, or think that
Ontario One Call is on the wrong track.
Fifty percent (50%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that they get value for
money from Ontario One Call for the services it provides, twenty-four (24%) either
disagree or strongly disagree.
The System The questions in this section deal with the functionality of the Ontario One
Call model and strategic initiatives to improve responsible excavation in Ontario.
Eighty-six percent (86%) of participants agree that Ontario One Call is an important part
of their organization’s locates process.
Fifty-eight percent (58%) of participants agree that a one-call, one-locate process in
Ontario would greatly improve things, twenty-two percent (22%) either disagree or
strongly disagree.
The Challenges The questions in this section deal with the current challenges of timely
delivery of services and compliance.
Forty percent (40%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that timely delivery of
locates is better today than it was before legislation in 2012, twenty-five percent (25%)
either disagree or strongly disagree.
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Forty-eight percent (48%) of participants feel that Ontario One Call is doing enough to
ensure that locates are delivered in a timely manner, thirty-three percent (33%) either
disagree or strongly disagree.
In this section, participants were also asked to provide one piece of advice to Ontario
One Call in the areas of operations, technology or compliance.

Some of the common themes that emerged are as follows:
On operations; being more open to change, being more responsive to members, more
focus on locate predictability, better managing emergence locates, locate timelines,
flexibility for large projects and staff training;
On compliance; making the online user portal more friendly, updating the mapping
system, managing eergency locates through a streamlined technology, making reporting
more user friendly, and staff training;
On technology; different timelines for larger projects, implementing and enforcing fines
for non-compliance, deeper investigation on repeat offenders, and giving One Call more
authority.

We have provided section summaries, charts and highlighted comments in this report.
We have also provided Ontario One Call with the raw data, including by-sector
breakdown. Please see excel document: ON1Call Survey_DATA.
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PARTICIPANTS

One hundred and forty (140) survey candidates were contacted to participate in the
survey from the following Member Sector categories: Municipal (fifty-eight), Telecom
(thirty-three), Electric (thirty), Gas/Oil (fifteen) and Other (four). Survey candidates were
contacted four times by a combination of email and/or phone. Of the 140 survey
candidates, seventy-four agreed to participate in the survey, fourteen were unavailable
or did not want to participate in the survey, and fifty-two did not respond. In the end,
sixty-seven candidates were interviewed for this survey.
Interview participants were asked which sector they work in and what their role is.
Thirty-two participants were from the Municipal sector, fourteen from Electric, eleven
from Telecom, eight from Oil/Gas and two from Other sectors.

Ontario One Call Survey Participants by Sector (67)

Municipal (48%)

Telecom (16%)

Electrical (21%)

Oil / Gas (12%)

Other (3%)
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Participants were asked to self-identify as either: Field staff, Back-office staff, Supervisor
in field or Manager mainly in office. Of the sixty-seven (67) participants, thirty-one
identified as Manager mainly in office, fourteen as Back-office staff, nine as Supervisory
in field, six as both Field and Office (one-stop shop), and three as Senior Management:
Project Manager, General Manager and Superintendent.

Ontario One Call Survey Participants by Role (67)

Manager in office (46%)

Back-office staff (21%)

Supervisor in field (13%)

Both Field / Office (9%)

Field Staff (6%)

Senior Management (4%)
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METHODOLOGY

The survey was conducted by phone interview using questions prepared by Ontario One
Call. Participants were asked to answer each question on a scale of 1-5:
12345-

strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
strongly agree

Each participant was given the opportunity to add a comment after each question.
The final question was open-ended.
Survey results are anonymous. No identifying information is being provided by Pathway
Group to Ontario One Call for the purposes of this survey.
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RESULTS – SECTION ONE

Working with Ontario One Call
The questions in this section deal with member satisfaction in their
communication with Ontario One Call staff, the direction of Ontario One
Call services and value for money.

In Section One, Participants were asked the following questions:

1.1 “When you think of your interactions with ON1Call staff, would you describe them as
responsive?”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments
1.2 “When thinking of some of the major changes made by Ontario One Call (list: Web
ticket, MSN) do you feel Ontario One Call is on the right track in addressing concerns of
its members and the public? Do you feel Ontario One Call is on the wrong track? Why?”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments

1.3 “Do you feel you get value for money from ON1Call for the services it provides?”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments
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Question 1.1
“When you think of your interactions with Ontario One Call staff, would you
describe them as responsive?”
Sixty-seven percent (67%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that they would
describe Ontario One Call staff as responsive, with 33% strongly agreeing. Seven percent
(7%) either disagree or strongly disagree, and 21% are neutral.

Question 1.1 "When you think of your interactions
with Ontario One Call staff, would you describe
them as responsive?"
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral

Disagree
Strongly Disagree
n/a
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80%

90%
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Highlighted Comments:
Comments made by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 Staff get back to you and touch base
 Quick response time
 Adding locators on the website used to be available, now it is not
 Call-centre staff is good to deal with
 Very responsive
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Correspondence is quick
Sometimes it takes a while to respond and no response about compliance
Great resolutions from member’s services group
More responsive through email than on phone
Direct numbers are better, queue is harder to get things done

Comments made by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Responsive by email, not responsive by phone
 Some staff are more knowledgeable than others
 It has gotten better; it was difficult at first, but is improving
 Process is lengthy to complete a ticket
 Phone staff are good with locates
 Quick to respond, but not always the answer I want
 Unless you are the ticket owner, it is hard to get answers
Comments made by those answering 2 - Disagree / 1 - Strongly Disagree
 Appears to be a misalignment of priorities between staff, members and broader
industry; tickets are flowing, however, damage prevention overall and response
time lacking
 Costs too much and does nothing to make locates effective

Question 1.1 Breakdown by Sector
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0%
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Municipal

Agree or Strongly Agree

Oil / Gas
Neutral

Other

Disagree or Strongly Disagree

Telecom
n/a
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Question 1.2
“When thinking of some of the major changes made by Ontario One Call (list:
Web ticket, MSN) do you feel that Ontario One Call is on the right track in
addressing concerns of its members and the public? Do you feel that Ontario One
Call is on the wrong track? Why?”
Fifty-nine percent (59%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that Ontario One
Call is on the right track in addressing concerns of its members and the public, with 16%
strongly agreeing. Fifteen percent (15%) either disagree or strongly disagree with this
statement, or think that Ontario One Call is on the wrong track. Twenty-two percent
(22%) of participants neither agree or disagree that Ontario One Call is on the right track.

Question 1.2 “When thinking of some of the
major changes made by Ontario One Call (list: Web
ticket, MSN) do you feel Ontario One Call is on the
right track in addressing concerns of its members
and the public?
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
n/a
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Highlighted Comments:
Why do you feel that Ontario One Call is on the right track?
 It’s a good system
 Ontario One Call is listening to stakeholders input and modernizing their
operations and are looking for efficiencies within their systems
 Simplifying billing and ticketing has worked well
 Software is continuing to improve
 Ontario One Call lets me know who else is in area and when it has been cleared
 Changes have made the process more efficient
 Good handle on magnitude of locates
 Communications with emails is good
 Changing priority levels, getting rid of multiple levels, adding the necessity to
create drawing for every ticket has been positive
 Happy with education opportunities
 Narrowed down the area of locates
 Helps to have Ontario One Call as an intermediary
 See improvements on getting things completed, staff respond to complaints
 Including maps has saved time, however agents need better training ie: “map
created by Ontario One Call agent” needs improvement
 More communications and training would be useful
 Mapping helps out with locates on both sides
 Software is continuing to improve
Why do you feel that Ontario One Call is on the right track, but needs improvement?
 Not perfect, but on the right track
 The mapping still isn’t the best, still clumsy issues, isn’t very precise, can get
better navigating through mapping, selecting map. It’s touchy, when creating
work area, hard to make perfect square, mouse is finicky
 Issues with mapping being out of date - cross-street selection issues
 MSN – poor by Ontario One Call staff. Whoever is calling in should provide the
map. Ontario One Call staff provide a map for a whole street, when relevance is
one house
 Made first steps, but needs more work to give utilities what they need
 Keep improving technology
 Shouldn’t have to drop off or fax
 It’s confusing for me and it’s my job, couldn’t imagine for homeowners
 Ontario One Call doesn’t have the resources to respond the way they should
 Instead of being on the phone with an agent to discuss web ticket, more useful to
skype and view computer screens
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Ideas are good, but implementation has been poor
Key concern about delays in members reporting locates in a timely manner, with
no compliance enforcement from Ontario One Call

Why do you feel that Ontario One Call is on the wrong track?
 Changes made have been in isolation of needs of municipal members; municipal
members have not been part of the consultation process, and changes are in
opposition to what they want
 Trouble getting good reading of work area, not enough information. This is worse
with the web ticket, too many abbreviations and provides vague information.
Map doesn’t help locators, only those digging.
 Getting rid of priority locates - Often regular requests are coming in one month,
instead of 5 days
 Some positive changes - Mapping doesn’t correlate with other systems, it seems
old, response time to questions and changes are slow
 Ontario One Call focuses on operational issues that impacts them and not
priorities that impact the broader member group – One Call has implemented
changes when members have objected, for example: Priority Zero.

Question 1.2 Breakdown by Sector
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n/a
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Question 1.3
“Do you feel you get value for money from Ontario One Call for the services it
provides?”
Fifty percent (50%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that they get value for
money from Ontario One Call for the services it provides, with ten percent 10% strongly
agreeing. Twenty-four (24%) either disagree or strongly disagree. Twenty-one percent
(21%) are neutral.

Question 1.3 "Do you feel you get value for money
from ON1Call for the services it provides?”
Strongly Agree

Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
n/a
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Highlighted Comments:
Comments made by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 I don’t take advantage as much as I should
 Because the legislation is provincial, First Nations don’t have to follow it, Ontario
One Call helps, however if excavators don’t feel like using them, they can “hit a
gas-line.” Not being fair to First Nations
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Runs smoothly
Instead of reducing our costs, keep it the same or increase it slightly to put
money into the Ontario One Call system
Why is there a charge when you call Ontario One Call?
We have no choice
Ontario One Call is helping make us all safe

Comments made by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Forced to be part of it, have never done a financial analysis
 Needs to be done, it’s overkill sometimes
 Interesting question, hard to answer. They put out request, we do the work and
they send us a bill, it doesn’t seem fair
 Exactly what you ask for
 Understand value of Ontario One Call, but response times with utility locates are
extremely slow.
 Yes, we do get value because we are able to track where the work is being done
 Strict with utilities that locates are completed in five days. However, some
utilities are providing locate information one month late, and there is no
consequence - This has been the worst year for receiving locates in a proper
manner
 Costs have skyrocketed and the amount of tickets produced is significantly higher
than prior to Ontario One Call
Comments made by those answering 2 - Disagree / 1 - Strongly Disagree
 Don’t have a choice, have to do it
 Fairly expensive for what we’re getting, charges for incoming, substantial increase
in tickets, never needed to budget requests prior to Ontario One Call
 Overpriced, we have to use the service externally and have own locators doing
the clearances because it’s not being cleared properly by Ontario One Call –
therefore, we are double paying for service.
 One Call charges too much, there is a charge for every ticket, 360 the ticket,
charged for ticket, cancellation and 360 of the cancellation – waste of money
 We are receiving less tickets, and billing structure is horrid, based on prior years
 Ontario One Call exists for public safety, but the broader message is lost – One
Call needs to be more than just a call-centre
 Bureaucratic waste of time and money
 No consequences if there is no compliance
 Unnecessary layer for municipalities
 System for highways is long and difficult for the locators to complete within five
days - There needs to be flexibility, but also compliance, for example damaged
guardrails need to be processed as soon as possible
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We’re paying Ontario One Call to take calls, but dispatcher end up calling the
contractor to get more information - Time lost and wasted resources

Question 1.3 Breakdown by Sector
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RESULTS – SECTION TWO

The System
The questions in this section deal with the functionality of the Ontario One
Call model and examine strategic initiatives to improve responsible
excavation in Ontario.

In Section Two, Participants were asked the following questions:

2.1 “Do you agree with the following statement: “Ontario One Call is an important part
of our locates process, we view them as a premier partner in enabling responsible
excavation”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments

2.2 “Do you agree with the following statement: “A one-call, one-locate process in
Ontario would greatly improve things”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments
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Question 2.1
“Do you agree with the following statement: “Ontario One Call is an important
part of our locates process, we view them as a premier partner in enabling
responsible excavation.”
Eighty-six percent (86%) of participants agree that Ontario One Call is an important part
of their locates process, and view Ontario One Call as a premier partner in enabling
responsible excavation. Eight percent (8%) disagree or strongly disagree and six percent
(6%) are neutral.

Question 2.1 “Do you agree with the following
statement: “Ontario One Call is an important part
of our locates process, we view them as a premier
partner in enabling responsible excavation”
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
n/a
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Highlighted Comments:
Comments made by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 No other entity out there
 Someone has to keep track of it
 Good for public safety
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Prior to Ontario One Call, municipalities got left behind. Now we find out about
locates in a timely fashion
Required
Strongly agree with aspirational goal, but Ontario One Call is not there. Too
focused on the excavator and not focused on helping the members meet the
demand
Only useful if people choose to call in locates
Great that it is legislated
Needs a different structure for bigger infrastructure such as highways

Comments made by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Administration side has become more efficient, however, locators delivering
delays projects
 Calling for locates is important and consolidating the information is a good idea,
however, the execution is not very good
Comments made by those answering 4 - Disagree / 5 - Strongly Disagree
 Ontario One Call is a partner, but they don’t have control of locate services
providers, late locates is the biggest challenge

Question 2.1 Breakdown by Sector
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Question 2.2
“Do you agree with the following statement: “A one-call, one-locate process in
Ontario would greatly improve things”
Fifty-eight percent (58%) of participants agree that a one-call, one-locate process in
Ontario would greatly improve things, including forty-five percent (45%) who strongly
agree. Twenty-two percent (22%) either disagree or strongly disagree, and seven (7%)
are neutral. Another twelve percent (12%) did not understand the question well enough
to feel confident answering.

Question 2.2 “Do you agree with the following
statement: “A one-call, one-locate process in
Ontario would greatly improve things”
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Did not understand question
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Highlighted Comments:
Comments made by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 As long as the locates are completed
 It would make the job easier but there would be concerns making sure
infrastructure records are up to date, nerve-wracking having 3rd party locate
 Absolutely - We have a locates alliance that is trying to source all locates. The
challenge would be Ontario One Call managing this, we would have to be assured
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leadership is focused on the right priorities, cost doesn’t skyrocket… If we were to
go that model, we would need more say to manage pricing
Convenient and reduces confusion
It would speed up process, however, quality may suffer
Agree that it would improve things, but what would be the associated costs?
Concept sounds great, would need more information to make a decision

Comments made by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Pro: Cost-effective for all utilities. Con: we did try that on our own and it didn't
work as well as we hoped. Quality of locates, lower-tier utility not looked at the
same... Not realistic
 Part of problem is locator is only as good as what they have to locate with. If
everything is brand new and with all new information it would be possible, but
the municipality isn't in a position to do that… Seeing it from start to finish is
important
 Different utilities have different needs, important that each utility have own staff
go out… They need trained staff
 It would improve service to the excavator but it may not improve service to the
utility partners looking for quality
Comments made by those answering 2 - Disagree / 1 - Strongly Disagree
 As a member, it's important to assets, would never entertain contracting out
locates... There is value in updating mapping etc.
 Asset management would be hard to trace
 It's impossible to know the discrepancies in plans, multiple different services and
locators, we've tried that, it didn't work
 Need to protect own assets
 Need to locate own infrastructure
 Someone else will never locate our hydro
 Locates are too specific, jack of all trades would reduce quality
 All companies / partners information would have to be up to date for it to work, it
would be too risky
 Take too long to do everything, it would slow down the process
 If it was a random locator, they wouldn’t know the history... Locators need to be
familiar with systems and area, especially in rural and waterside areas. Who
would they come to for all maps and information? It would double the work
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Question 2.2 Breakdown by Sector
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RESULTS – SECTION THREE

The Challenges
The questions in this section deal with the current challenges of timely
delivery of services and compliance.

In Section Three, Participants were asked the following questions:

3.1 “In your experience, is timely delivery of locates better today than it was before
legislation in 2012? Better than a year or two ago?”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments

3.2 “Do you feel Ontario One Call is doing enough to ensure that locates are delivered in
a timely manner?”
(Strongly Agree/Agree/Neutral/Disagree/Strongly Disagree)
Add Comments

3.3 “If you could give one piece of advice to ON1Call, what would it be? Would it be in
the area of operations, compliance or technology?”
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Question 3.1
“In your experience, is timely delivery of locates better today than it was before
legislation in 2012? Better than a year or two ago?”
Forty percent (40%) of participants either agree or strongly agree that timely delivery of
locates is better today than it was before legislation in 2012, or if the participant was not
in this role prior to 2012, they agree or strongly agree that it is better than a year or two
ago. Twenty-five percent (25%) either disagree or strongly disagree and twenty-eight
percent (28%) are neutral. Six percent (6%) did not believe the question was applicable
to them.

Question 3.1 “In your experience, is timely delivery
of locates better today than it was before
legislation in 2012? Better than a year or two
ago?”
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Did not understand question
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Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Highlighted Comments:
Comments by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 Better than one year ago
 Yes, but always room for improvement
 There are 5x the amount of locates
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Doing our best within five-day limit, now we are more aware... We provide
locates on time, the locates we request are late. Glad to be rid of Class 1,2.
Puts pressure on to get it done, and makes locators accountable
Much better
Because I sat on the board and fought for it
Subcontractors know they only have five days, and are faster because of it
Timely for regulated utilities who can put in the resources to respond within five
days, but not others, projects and customers suffer as a result

Comments by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Volume has increased, therefore locates aren’t timely
 During busy times, it is chaotic, locates not being met on time more than ever
 Not in all cases, there are occasions when locates are longer than they’ve ever
been, and cases when it’s unacceptable
 Overall delivery has improved, but there are struggles within peak times
 Message is getting out, awareness is increasing volume. Ontario One Call forces
members to forecast demand. The challenge is that members have no ability to
forecast future construction. Volume is 80% above historical norms,
infrastructure spending is at historical levels, we are driving blind
 Scope of work is increasing
 Locates are taking longer
 Yes and no. We have called in locates a month ago and have not heard back
 Hard to determine. The service that was being provided previously was not
complete. Response is not as fast as in the past, but volume levels are higher.
 There is no consistency in reporting issues among members; it is also difficult due
to volume to achieve within five days
 Can’t compare because there have been so many changes
 Project tickets from members should be handled differently than from a
homeowner.
 No real difference
Comments made by those answering 2 - Disagree / 1 - Strongly Disagree
 Worse than 1-2 years ago... Huge delays, volume increases, and staffing hasn’t
gone up to meet demand… Ontario One Call helps with compliance, but it’s too
late. Waiting 4-5 weeks for locates
 Number of field locates are increasing, lack of staffing, this summer was horrible
 A lot of late locates
 No, because our own locate supplier is following behind in doing the actual
locates
 Volume of calls
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Worse since Ontario One Call came into being. Ontario One Call is supposed to
make things easier, instead there is more wasted time and resources, they do not
get proper information from Ontario One Call to do the locates
By the time our locates are expiring, other providers haven’t even started and we
need to go back to redo the work as a result of their non-compliance
It has gotten worse, but not because of Ontario One Call
Haven’t seen any positive changes since Ontario One Call has been put into
place… Late locates were easier to handle previously because if they were late,
we could penalize the locators. There is no compliance with Ontario One Call.
Ontario One Call metrics are only call-centre metrics, instead of performance
metrics of the actual locating business. Ontario One Call is not in line with the
legislation and the role that it is supposed to be filling.

Question 3.1 Breakdown by Sector
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Question 3.2
“Do you feel that Ontario One Call is doing enough to ensure that locates are
delivered in a timely manner?”
Forty-eight percent (48%) of participants feel that Ontario One Call is doing enough to
ensure that locates are delivered in a timely manner, with twenty-two percent (22%)
strongly agreeing. Thirty-three percent (33%) either disagree or strongly disagree, and
nineteen percent (19%) are neutral.

Question 3.2 “Do you feel Ontario One Call is
doing enough to ensure that locates are delivered
in a timely manner?”
Strongly Agree
Agree
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Strongly Disagree
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Highlighted Comments:
Comments by those answering 4 - Agree / 5 - Strongly Agree
 For the most part
 Issues with First Nations with compliance because of federal jurisdiction
 Sometimes locates are repeated, date and time could be better managed
 Lack of resources being applied at the utility owner side
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In most cases, yes. Want some flexibility in reporting locates, and reporting
should be consistent for all sectors
Ontario One Call is doing what it can

Comments by those answering 3 - Neutral
 Locators come to municipalities to negotiate. Compliance isn’t being used the
way it should be
 More basic locates yes, scope of locate vs. timeframe. There should be a different
timeframe if the scope is larger
 Some locates could be cleared, locates that don’t need to be done are clogging
the system… A lot of other utilities don't locate in time. 2-3 weeks is normal. No
discipline, how come we're abiding and others aren't. Who's policing that?
 They take every step required from reactive measures, but struggle with
proactive measures. All industries struggle with this, not just Ontario One Call.
 Not enough compliance officers… no consequences or they make a decision
using insufficient information
 More education should be delivered to contractors and customers, for example:
how to better manage their tickets and call them in
 Pretty good but there are times where we end up scrambling on projects as other
companies do not provide us with locates in a timely manner
 It seems that Ontario One Call’s hands are tied
Comments by those answering 4- Disagree / 5 - Strongly Disagree
 Ontario One Call has no control over LSPs, not cracking down on utilities hiring
out LSPs, administered by Board of Members. Fines would make a big difference.
 Reactive approach. Have to police own locates.
 I call the locators directly if they don't do it in 5 days. Do they even know that the
locators are not complying… we do the policing
 I have made phone calls into compliance - never heard back to discuss specific
LSP.
 Don't believe compliance and handing out fines is going to do anything. But there
are systemic issues on technology, software etc. on strategic plan for 5 years.
 A lot of issues with our projects. Late locates
 Need to improve education for excavators requesting locates
 There is a process to file a grievance, but it would be very time consuming to file
on a regular basis
 Not much Ontario One Call can do if members are not reporting in a timely
manner
 Not everyone is reporting the issues to Ontario One Call.
 Everyone needs to get better at reporting issues so that Ontario One Call can deal
with the issues - better communications to members about their responsibility
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There is no consequence for going past the 5-day window. Members that use
contactors spend too much time tracking down contractors; it could be a full-time
job.

Question 3.2 Breakdown by Sector
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Question 3.3
“If you could give one piece of advice to Ontario One Call, what would it be?
Would it be in the area of operations, compliance or technology?”

Highlighted Comments:
On operations:
















Be more open to change, to new ideas. How long did it take to change mapping
system? Be more future ready.
Go back to a fair billing structure on per ticket basis rather than using historical
billing data.
More focus on locate predictability and forecasting. Having people there from
site for locate delivery might be valuable. Have a provincial-wide look at locates,
not just from individual utilities.
Be more responsive to members, especially lion's share of volume metric locates.
Say top 20 members, address these issues, that will fix 99% of problems in the
industry that we are seeing. Listen to members to improve system. Push back on
excavator community to ensure responsible behavior.
Compliance and operations with First Nations.
Provide value, there is no value for tax payers, rate payers or me.
I really like that Ontario One Call provides a one point of access for excavators. It
is well advertised. Generally Ontario One Call staff are great about getting back to
me.
Happy with process
No comment, locators are not complaining, actual locator slow but getting better
For the most part, they are doing a good job, giving members information and
keeping us in the loop.
Contractors don't get the ticket until 3 days after it has been entered into the
system, meaning they then have only 2 days to go out and get the locates and call
Ontario One Call in order to meet the 5-day window. There needs to be more
flexibility. The 5-day window is not realistic and leads to a continuous backlog of
locate requests.
Emergency pages. When we call in to get ticket information, sometimes we have
been put on hold for about 5-10 minutes. This happens mostly during the day.
Inappropriate use of emergency locate response. People are still using emergency
locates to schedule their workflow. They know they have a certain window to call
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in but instead they claim it is an emergency because it is advantageous for them.
Emergency locates also vaguely defined
Glad you got rid of the priority range. Improved definition for emergency.
Improved standard of workmanship - some locates are fantastic others are not
well done. The onus should be on the contractor to approve depth of dig for
construction.
When changes are being proposed or made, they need to be vetted with the
operations committee before any communication is sent out.
Someone will call in with a specific address for a locate and Ontario One Call will
circle an entire neighbourhood – it is unclear which area needs to be worked on
and I end up having to call the person who requested the locate to find out the
specific address. Representation of a work area is larger than necessary.
Work with utility partners on locate abuse with excavators which would help in
timely delivery.
Try to appreciate restrictions that municipalities have. Make timelines
reasonable, seek municipal input.
Simplified mapping would be an advantage.
Clarity around the description of the locate. Providing accurate maps.
As a utility seeing a lot of people damaging pipes without a locate. Need more
communication out to members and the public to ensure they call Ontario One
Call before they dig. Compliance. Should do more investigation into concerns
raised before a formal complaint is lodged.
The majority of advocacy is for the excavator and not the asset owners. They do
not properly represent the asset owners. Ontario One Call is biased towards the
excavators.
Focus less on being a call-centre and more on what the legislated mandate is for
Ontario One Call to fulfill.
Timeframe structuring, biggest problem is scope of locates vs. timeframe
Operations. Staff overall are good, but when notified that a complaint has been
made, we are not told what the complaint specifically is. It is hard for us to
improve if Ontario One Call staff are not transparent with us what the issues are.

On compliance:




Enforce 4-5 days. Or make utilities enforce it with LSP. Municipalities get a lot of
flack from residents and builders.
Ontario One Call needs to be on top of the private locators and making sure that
they are not behind. There is no consequence.
Locates are done here within 1-3 days, some locators are 2-3 weeks. My locate
expires, so they are making the other locators behind as well.
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Find a way to lessen the load of locate requests. Don't have manpower to
complete on time, some locates are located over and over, time runs out, and
work is redone.
Locates valid for 90 days, 30 days - regulate so all locates are valid for the same
length of time. Locates for same area, relocates, doubling up work
Construction problems are hindered by locate process. Two week turnaround reality is 6-7 week turnaround. Timely delivery of locates needs to be addressed.
If One Call had more authority, it would help.
There should also be different timelines for different locate requests. Example a
busy intersection, 10-day turnaround instead of 5.
General form for compliance issues rather than the current email format.
Need to work better with members to help them succeed.
More proactive investigation into issues (i.e. who are the high offenders and are
they being dealt with)
Different members have different representatives reporting locates – there needs
to be pressure applied to ensure more members are held accountable to
responding within the 5-day reporting window.
Start giving fines out to members who do not report on time.
Push back on the diggers. It seems there is no recourse with those doing the
digging

On Technology:











Online web portal could be more user friendly, or provide a piece of software to
use
MSN created from Ontario One Call agent needs to get better at mapping
Pay more attention to the filters, getting more locates requests than we need
System could be more sophisticated, more enhanced
Type of locate request - ie. Emergency Locate - set up phone call and email -differentiate for emergency locates so it's easily seen by email.
360 upgrade - status of locates takes too much time. Create a dropdown menu on
the same page to make notification change easier. It takes way too much time to
update and would require additional staff. It is a requirement, and we have to
update manually. If the system can't be updated, Ontario One Call should update
manually.
Mapping - it is better, but getting requests for areas that we don't have
infrastructure. Then we're still paying a ticket for that.
The process - calling in. One ticket can take almost an hour, I don't have that kind
of time.
Update mapping. Stop using an older system.
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Should allow municipalities and counties with an updated GIS system to upload
their maps ensure Ontario One Call has the latest maps.
Update the mapping. The maps are almost 8 years old.
Have gone so far right it is precluding the good municipalities and contractors
from getting things done. Educate the utilities to locate their - for example cable properly.
Online reporting. Particularly the 360 feedback requirements. Better define what
are the requirements and expectations. Ex: Do we have to fill out all fields or
not? Have skipped fields that are not required but then told we were supposed to
fill it out.
Sometimes contractors will call in to cancel tickets but we are getting charged for
cancellations. A cancellation option should appear on the 360 feedback software.
Mapping is always off. Ontario One Call doesn't seem to be aware of where they
are located in Northern Ontario. Ontario One Call staff will suspend the tickets
that we have submitted and not tell us. When we inquire the Ontario One Call
staff will tell us that the address we have given is not a real address. But why are
they suspending the ticket instead of phoning us to get clarification? There are
even times when we have been in an emergency situation, such as power lines
down, and when we have given the location Ontario One Call staff say they won’t
issue an emergency ticket because the address doesn’t exist. It has become so
bad that we have one person in our office dedicated just to locates to catch the
mistakes by Ontario One Call and then work with them to correct the mistakes.
Could they provide the utility with the mapping and locates so they don't have to
go to a private company?
The Ontario One Call map selection should be more accurately represented…
specific locations not an entire neighbourhood.
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